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Mainstream media messaging dictates much of what we think, hear, feel, say, and do.  It
creates an engineered framework which excludes what the “Other”, those living in Imperial
prey nations, think, hear, feel, say, and do. MSM demonizes them, and turns them into stock
characters, imperial projections, as it obliterates their humanity, and our common humanity.

Mahmoud Altaweel, like all Syrians, defies this weaponized dehumanization. He lives in the
northern part of Qunaitara, Golan, in a village called Haddar.  He teaches English to teens
and to Red Crescent Society workers, — he had never heard of the White Helmets until
Vanessa Beeley exposed them — and he told me via private Facebook messaging that he is
“keen to expose terrorists and their supporters.”

Our conversation occurred after he wrote this commentary about a video taken in Idlib,
Syria:

“Terrorists prosecute people by name of Allah. Humiliation and tyranny. This is
the moderate opposition The WEST supports. Enjoy them US & EU they are
yours. As Syrians we don’t want them”

Apparently, two men are being whipped because they violated Sharia by agreeing that a
divorced woman could re-marry.

Altaweel explains that most Syrians reject the Wahhabism and extremist interpretations of
Sharia Law that the NATO terrorists impose on occupied areas of Syria.

He says al Nusra and FSA terrorists attacked Haddar, and took control of some bordering
villages. Haddar Self -Defence Groups, supported by the Syrian Arab Army and the Syrian
government “logistically, morally and technically” successfully repelled the invaders.

“Backed by Israel, they started attacking us ( not breaking into the village) but
by means of firing mortars, snipering people and farmers,” explains Altaweel,
“They attacked us over than times. In defying our village not to be held by
terrorists, 130 young people died. Ten or more houses completely shelled and
smashed to the ground.”

When the SAA attacks terrorists, explains Altaweel, Israel attacks SAA positions “severely”.
He adds that Israel also supplies terrorists with “medical aids, ammunition, reconnaissance,
food stuff and financial supply”.
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Altaweel says that “millions love and respect” President Assad and his wife, and they see
Russians as brothers, but at the same time Syrians are sometimes critical of Russia.  He
wonders “Why silence about American and Israeli violations?”

Altaweel’s voice, and the voices of millions living in the Eastern Mediterranean, ancient
seed-grounds of civilization and religion, are all but disappeared by Western media, but
these are the voices of Truth, Peace, and Justice.

Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.  

Taliano talks and listens to the people of Syria. He reveals the courage and resilience of a
Nation and its people in their day to day lives, after more than six years of US-NATO
sponsored terrorism and three years of US “peacemaking” airstrikes.

Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes  the mainstream media narratives on
Syria. 
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